Job vacancy : Full-Stack Web Developer

Klewel is a company active in the world of webcasting, a multidisciplinary field at the
confluence of multimedia, communication, web and events. Since 2007, our team has
been committed to webcast presentations given at conferences and workshops. With 12
years of experience, our operational activities have taken us to more than 40 countries!
Klewel has developed a specialized webcasting platform to highlight and index
audiovisually captured presentations (conferences, keynotes, debates, training
seminars, courses). Our philosophy? At the service of knowledge sharing and knowledge
transfer.
In order to continually improve our product, we are currently recruiting a Full-Stack Web
Developer.
In order to lead the product development activities, we are looking for a person who has at
least three years of experience in this role with a specialization in software
architecture / back-end. You have a solid higher education in computer science (Master or
Bachelor). You are curious about the latest trends and new technologies, you wish to join
a company with a human scale. So the following may be your next job!
You will participate in the evolution of the existing web portal and its maintenance. In order
to scale up, you will shape our platform. Beyond the purely development aspects, you will
also have to manage virtual machines and administer our instances on the AWS
environment. You are particularly comfortable with virtualization of web services,
cloud computing and you have participated in such projects as a developer / tester in the
past.
Does this speak to you?
You have an analytical mind. You are attentive, organized and autonomous. You master
the Python language or equivalent. You have experience with a web framework such as
Django. You are comfortable with code management/versioning tools such as Git and
you master asynchronous process management systems with tools like Celery.
You appreciate having slots dedicated to self-training in order to keep abreast of new
developments and continue to learn. We encourage participation in conferences
specialized in web development. You like mountains. Do you recognize yourself? then
apply !!!

http://www.klewel.com

